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ABSTRACT
Forestry planning is essential'if the global trend

toward deforestation is to be reversed. World forest/trends,-although
often based on inaccurate or misleading information put out by
national governments, indicate that the area of lavA covered with
closed forests has decreased from about 25% in 1950 to about 20% in,
the 1970s. Major causes of deforestation include logging, spread of
agriculture, and collection of firewood. Amopg the economic
consequences of uncontrolled deforestation are forest-product
scarcity, rising dependence on imported forest products, increasing
construction costs, inflation, soaring, firewood and fdel prices,
health deterioration due to lack of heat and warm food,shortage of
papet, and increased flooding innwatershedareas. Challenges racing
world' forestry include putting a halt to deforestation and meeting
elementary fuel and wood needS of developing nations. Countries which
have succeeded in reforesting their depleted areas include China and
South Korea. In addition, other developing.nations are beginning to
recognize the urgent need for reform of forestry policies and are
developing strategies to improve timber management practices. An
example of a state which is experimenting ititkh community 'forestry is
Gujarat India. (DB)
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Forests and Haman Needs

hen surrounded by the synthetic materes of the mod-
ez.aAge, people can easily forget 1hei dependence on
trees:, In the rural areas of the Third'World, the impor-
tance*pf forests, which provide essentialcooking fuel and

Wang materials) is obvious enough. But economic advancement
dyes not reduce a society's reliance on forerr-products. As countries
develop. wood remains a basic raw material for construction and also
takes such useful forms as furniture, railroad ties, porter poles,.cello-
phane, rayon, and plastics. Transformed into paper, it serves as an
essential tool for government, commerce, education, andcommunica-
tions. In the years to come, wood may also prvide liquid fuels and a
wide array of petrochemical substitutes. Foz.ortratites, forests pro-
vide natural havens of inestimable value to mental health, while trees
both in and out of cities help create a more pleasant and comfortable
milieu.

,

Forests perform irreplaceable ecological services as well I as provide
economic products and recreation. They assist in the global cycling
of water, oxygen, carbon, and nitrogen. They lend stability to hydro-,
logical systems, reducing the severity of floods and permitting the
recharging of springs, streams, and underground 'waters. Trees keep
soil from washing off mountainsides and sand from blowing off
deserts; they keep sediment out of rivers and reservoirs and, properly
placed, help hold topsoil on agricultural fields. Forests house millions
of plant and animal species that will disappear if the woodlands are
destroyed.

Recent writings about the "basic needs" of the world's poor have
generally ignored the fundamental importance of forests to human'
well-being, an analytical blind spot reflected in the paucity of pro-
grams to reduce the forest deprivation now suffered by many. De-
scribing conditions in the central Indian state of Madhya Pradesh, but
with words applicable to much of r the Third World, forester R.



Chakravarti writes: "It is often said that the three basic human needs
are food, clothing and shelter. One cannot think of food and shelter
without wood, which is a.more basic need. In fact it may be truthfully
said of an average villager of .the State that he is still in the 'woodage.' "1

Cultivation in Madhya Pradesh, as in many underdeveloped areas,
relies mainly on wooden plows, and produce is transported in wooden
bullock carts. Houses are built of wood and mud or bamboo and
thatch. Wood is required for a host of other purposes such as fencing
furniture, implements, and handicrafts. Above all, continues Chakra
varti, "wood, a marvelous, Cod-gon means of storing solar energ
is also required to cook food wth?..... In fact the production of fo
grains without the means to them and make them edible woul
appear to be a half-hearted empt at achieving freedom from.hunger."

Nonwood forest products are important as well. In many regions, tree
leaves and forest grasses sustain cattle, which in turn pull plows and
carts and supply milk and_fertilizer. Leaves, fruits, nuts, honey, andwild animals provide a significant share of the food supply f hun-dreds of millions of people. Traditional medicines and usef barksare taken from forests. Commercially valuable products uch asmushrooms, drugs, gums, and resins are extracted from orests as
well. Forests are often evaluated by economists in terms of their ability
to provide a dead productwood; but for many of those residing In
and around them, forests are a living, dynamic resource.2

The global pattern of forest-product use and distribution mirrors the
pattern of economic wealth and development. Eighty percent of thewood used in the Third World is burned for fuel, and much of 'it
never passes through a commercial market. Though developing coun-
tries contain three-fourths of the world's people and more than half Itsforests, they account for just 1.3 percent of global consumption
of "industrial wood"marketed logs, sawn wood, panel products
such as plywood and fiber board, paper, and other manufactured
products. Annual per capita paper use in developing countries is six
kilograms, compared to 257 kilograms in North America. In fact, each
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"Each year the average American consumes
about as much wood in the form of paper

as the average resident
in many Third World countries

burns as cooking fuel."

year the average' American con mes about as much woodone cubic
meterin the form of paper a the average resident in many Third
World countries burns as cooking fuel.3 7
About one-third of the world's industrial wood is traded internation-
ally. Four-fifths of the trade, originates and ends in developed coun-
tries, with North America and the Soviet Union having a surplus and
Japan and Western Europe a deficit.4 Partly because of the plethora
of specialized forest products used in modern economies, most coun-
tries both import and export them to some degree. Hence the United
States sends lumber to Japan and pulp and paper to many destina-
tions2,but imports enough wood and paper, mainly from Canada, to
be not only a net importer but in fact the world's largest single im-
porterof forest products.

Many poorer, tropical countries export timber, usually as. tinsawn
hardwood logs, but these countries, like most other developing na-

.1011Ns, must import much of their paper and manufactured vtood,

products. Southeast Asia exports a large volume of timber to Japan in
particular, while African tropical,logs go mainly to Western Europe.3
Witii wood, as with other resources, buying power rather than need
determines the global alloCation of traded products.

According to demand projections by the Food and Agriculture Organi-
zation (FAO) based on expected rises in income and population,
worldwide consumption of wood for all purposes will grow from 2.5
billiOrt cubic meters in 1976 to 4 billion cubic meters in 1,994. Com-
mercial wood demand is rising particularly fast in less developed
countries, most of which combine rapid population growth and, rela-
tively high economic growth rates with low current levels of industrial
wood consumption. The FAO projects that Third. World consumption
Of wood-panel products and paper' will 9uadruple over the next two
clecadeS, and that consumption of sawn wood will rise by 50 percent
a decade.6 These latter estimates cover commercial demand only; even
if they are realized, many poor people will remain deprived of basic
forest products.

Even as the demand for industrial wood soars, a large proportion of
humanity will continue to rely onifirewood for cooking and home
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heating: John Spears of.the Wald Wank has assessed future firewood
needs, based on optimistic assumptions about the spread of wood-
conserving stoves and cooking alternatives. such as biogas plants and
solar cookers. According to his calculations, 20 to 25 million hectaresof new plantations will have to be in place by the year 2000. At the
current rate' .of planting for this purpose, only about two millionhectares one -tenth of what is needed, will be established. A recentanalysis of energy prospects in the Sahelian zone of West Africa con-cliidtd that the planting rate must

are
multiplied 50-fold if regional

'firewood needs by the stritOry's end are to be met.' .

Leaving questions of accenibility aside, there are currently about 75
cubic meters of wood in the world's dense forests for every per4on.By the end of the century, however, the per capita amount of poten-
tially exploitable timber will be nearly cut in half if the current de-
forestation rate is maintained, if existing population projections
materialize, ancl`4if the worldwide tree-planting effort is not pushed
far 46(Weits current level. This "transition from a period of globalforest wealth to a period of global forest poverty," as it is described in
a forthcming U.S. Government study, would clearly have palpable
and painful economic effects, particularly among the poorer groups
within power coOntries. "Relative prices of industrial wood products,
paper, selivn lumber, wood panels, wood-based chemicals, plastics,and many other products are sure to increase," the study concludes.6
If they occur, these price rises will choke off demand well before theprojected coniurnyption increases come about, fueling inflation every-where artd denying people in forest-poor countries many of thebenef4a, and. eten some of the necessities, that forest products pro-
vdide. ItileanwhiTe, 'the continued loss of forests will accentuate theenvironmental costs of denudation already apparent in many coun-
trieserosion,' desertification, siltation, floocling, and the extinction
of species.

To some extent, as economists are quick to point out, market forces
automatically -help offset timber scarcity. Higher prices will induce
tecluaological innovation and new investments, spur the substitution
of alfernative materials, and encourage the conservation and recycling
of forest products. But in the forest sector, as in others, these natural
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market tendencies alone will not provide an acceptable solution. In a
world of extreme income disparities, the adjustments of the market
take a heavy toll among those at the bottom, many of whom will
have no good substitute for writing paper in school or for firewood
on the hearth. Even in more affluent countries, rising forest-product
prices will impose social burdens. Public policies that incorporate
both the needed time horizon and the needed social vision into forest-
ry planning are essential.

World roma Trends

Important as rorests are to human well-kzeing, knowledge about their
extent or the rate at which they are disappearing is surprisingly in-
complete. Only about half the wqrld's forests have been subjected
to detailed surveys, and only a fraction of these have been surveyed
more than once so that changes over time could be documented. The
spreading use of satellite technologies is improving the situation:
with tike aid of remote sensing, Brazil's huge Amazonian forest has
been mapped for the first time. Still, any discussion at present of
global forest resources and trends must be based on a concoction of
subjective observations and surveys of varied quality.

Definitional differences among surveys and misinformation, eta' out
deliberately or otherwise, further bedevil forest statisticians. The
last official U.N. World Forest Inventory, published in 1963, called
29 percent of the earth's land surface "forest land," but this figure

Iincluded everything from thick rain forests to lightly wooded arctic
tundra that would not fit many people's idea of forest at all..Govern-
ment statistics on forest areaswhich usually find their way into
international statisticsare sometimes doctored outright and,-in any

'case, frequently include large areas euphemistically labeled "un-
stocked!' Clear -cut lands where natural regeneration is slow or im-
possible and even lands occupied by farmers are designated as forest

, in many Third World statistical books. For the economist, even a
precise. measure of densely wooded areas would be inadequate;



accessibility, steepness, and mix of species affect the commercial po-
tential of a given region.

At present, the best available global survey is that compiled by
Swedish analyst Reidar Persson. In his data, he has usefully distin-
guished between "closed forests," where tree crowns cover 20 percent
or more of the ground when viewed from above, and "open wood-
lands," where a scattering of trees provide 'a crown-cover of 5 to
19 percent. In general, only the closed forests would be suitable for
commercial timber operations. While the gaps in data remain huge,
Persson has adjusted government statistics in keeping with available
field observations and survey;; wherever, possible.°

According to Persson's calculations, closed forests covered :about
one-fifth of the earth's land in the mid-seventies. (See Table 1.) The
true proportion is quite likely to be even lower than that, for only
outdated surveys exist for many regions, and areas recently cleared or
severely degraded are almost certainly included in the totals. Open
woodlands cover perhaps another 12 percent of the earth's land area;
this estimate is even rougher than that for denser forests. Although
firm comparisons with earlier global inventories are impossible, by
one estimate the area of land covered with closed forests in 1950
amounted to about one4ourth of the earth's land surface, which gives
some idea of the pace of change.b0

In terms of sheer tree-covered area, Latin America and the Soviet
Union lead by far among regions, with 680 million hectares of dosed
forest in each. From an economic perspectivehowever; such totals
can be misleading. While most of the Soviet Union's trees. are conifers,
whose soft woods are sought after for construction and papermaking,
a good share of them stand in remote, cold areas where harvesting is
commercially unfeasible and 'growth is extremely slow. While the
Soviet Union does enjoy a wcod surplus, the widespread notion that
it will become a major supplier of forest products to a wood-short
world is not grounded in economic reality.ii

The total for Latin America is so high largely because of the Amazon
Basin, which is covered by the world's largest tropical moist forest.
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Table 1: The World's Forests By Region, Mid-1970s

Closed Forest Open
Closed as Share of Open

Region Forest Land Area Woodlands

Woodlands 1
as Share of
Land Area

(million
hectares)

(percent) (million
hectares)

(percent)

Latin America 680 33 2$0 14

USSR 680 30 240 11

North America 470 25 176 *9

Asia 410 15 100 4

Africa 190 6 640 21

Europe 138 28 37 8

Oceania 89 10
i. j05 12

World Total 2,657 20 , - 1,578 12

Source: North American data from Global 2000 Report; all other from Reidar Persson,
"Need for a Continuous Assessment.-

'But-fOrest-product industries have not yet begun to make good use of
many of, the incredibly numerous species in rain forests. Much tropi-
cal timber exploitation to date has been, in the words of former FAO
forestry chief K. F. S. King, "primitive, costly and wasteful," and of
little lasting benefit to nearby residents. Although the Brazilian Gov-
ernment has receritly unveiled controversial plans to expand Amazon-
ian timber cutting and exports, the country has subsidized huge pri-
vate tree plantations in its temperate south in order to meet its soaring
domestic needs. Brazil is currently a net importer of forest products.12

As of the mid-seventies, there were about 0.7 hectares of closed forest
for each,of the world's four billion people. (See Table 2.) The dis-
parities among regions, and among countries within regions, in per
capita forest area are huge. Two or more hectares of, forest, stood per
person in the, USSR, Latin America, North America, and Oceania;



only half a hectare or less per person existed 'in Africa, Europf and
Asia. Again, though, aggregatgscan mislead. Many people i Latin

12. America, especially in Central Aperica and the Andean countries, live
amidst barren hills and wood scarcity; the richness of rain forests else-
where in the continent means lisle to them..Residents of a few coun-
tries in Central and West Africa are surrounded by dense tropical
forests, though people throughout much of Africa suffer, from an
extreme paucity of trees. Asia's forest area per person, an abysmal
0.2 hectares, is only that high because the remaining thick. stands of
Sbutheast Asia are included in the calculation. These forests aside,
most of"Asia faces an extraordinarykarcity of trees. Looking at the
other side of the coin, Europe's forests, many of which have been
intensively. managed, for more than a century, proance far more har-

, vestable timber and on a sustainable basisthan the low,,per capita
figure might imply.

4

Table 2: Foiest Resources Per Person, Mid-1970s
ti

Region
Closed-Forest Area

Per Person
Standing Wood Volume

Per Person's

(hectares) (cubic meters)

Oceania 4.2 238
USSR 2.7 329
Latin America 2.1 253
North America 2.0 179
Africa , 0.5 107
Europe 0.3 31
Asia 0.2 ' 15

World Total 0.7 75

Closed forests only. World total volume in open woodlands estimated to be about
12.5 cubic meters per person.

Source: Nor*h American data from Global 2000 Report; all other from Reidar Persson,
"Need for a Continuous Assessment."
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"Many developing countries,especially
those in the humid tropical belt,

are now experiencing
rapid and massive forest destruction."

Estima.tes of the rate at which closed forests are disappearing range
from 10 to 210 million hectares each year, with the most recent surveys
suggesting that a total near the lower end of that range is probably
correct. Nearly',all the shrinkage in closed-forest area is occurring
in the humid tropics; in the best published analysis of tropical
moist-forest trends, Adrian Sommer estimates that their total area is
declining annually by about 1.2 percent, or 11 million hectaresan
area the size of Bulgaria or Cuba. Covering 935 million hectares in the
mid-seventies, tropical moist forests have already been reduced from
their natural domain by more than 40 percent.13

In North America and Europe, the forest area is roughly stable; in fact,
the modernization of agriculture over the last half-century has al-
lowed a considerable reversion of farm to forest. A slight increase in
forest area is projected for Europe over coming decades, while a slight
decrease may be in store in North America. In these regions, the chal-
lenge in the years ahead is less one of simply preserving forest lands
than of balancing competing environmental, recreational, and indus-
trial demands and of choosing appropriate timber-m agement tech-
niques. Among less developed countries, China d South Korea
stand out for -having substantially increased the forested areas in
recent times.

Throughout most of Africa, Asia, and Latin America, the forest area
itself is shrinking and usually not according to any rational land-use

. plan. Areas that were densely settled long agosuch as the Middle
East, parts of North Africa, the Andean region-of South America, and
most of China and South Asialost the bulk of their forests in ages
past, so the absolute decline, if any, in closed-forest area today is not
large even though the depletion of tree cover in and out of forests
generally continues. But many developing countries, especially those
in the humid tropical belt, are now experiencing rapid and massive
forest destruction. According to one FAO estimate, the annual loss of
forests in Latin America is five to ten million hectares, in Africa about
two million hectares, and in Asia about five million hectares." Even
figures like these greatly understate the deforestation problem, for
they reflect neither the massive degradation of timber and other bio-
logical resources occurring within many still;-standing forests nor the
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severe depletion of-open woodlands and countryside vegetation that
currently blights most Third World countries.

In long denuded and moreLarid regions,' ;4 hardships imposed by a
dearth of trees have long b n felt. Now the combination of destruc-
tive logging practices and the I-planned spread of_cultivation is even
pulling many seemingly timbe ich countries of the humid tropics
toward forest-related economic and ecological crises. In late 1977,
while pressing for the adoption of a new forestry policy, the Deputy
Premier of Peninsular Malaysia shocked his compatriots b projecting
that the region's once-lush forests would be severely dep eted'in just
12 years. He predicted that by 1990 the rate of timber (production

,would not be adequate to meet domestic, let alone foreign, demand.
Stringent new logging controls are being imposed in Thailand follow-
ing the National Forestry Department's estimate that the country's
forests are shrinking by 250,000 hectares a year, and that they will be
virtually gone in 25 years if present logging and farming practices
continue. (Thailand has a special problem with poachers of valuable
tropical hardwoods; each year 30 to 40 forest guards are killed in gun
battles. )1S

Recent satellite pictures of the Philippines, traditionally a major timber
exporter, indicate that forests now cover just 30 percent of the coun-
try, though the government feels a forest cover of 46 percent is de-
sirable for economic and environmental reasons. If existing logging
patterns prevail, a consortium of Philippine research organizations has
concluded, all original old-growth forests will have been cut d b
the year 2000 and projected timber supplies from second-g

l
wth

forests and plantations will not suffice to meet even domestic needs.
Destructive increases in flooding and sedimentation have already
been registered.16

Examining logging and agricultural trends in the .timber-exporting
zones of West and Central Africa, Reidar Persson believes it is "likely
that all exploitable forests in West Africa and most of Central Africa
(except Zaire) will be exploited a first time before the turn of the cen-
tury with resulting impoverishment of the natural forests. In a num-
ber of countries future exploitation will have to decrease." Increas-
ingly far from harbors and good roads,- Africa's remaining virgin
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forests rill be expensive to exploit. Existing planting programs and
natural regeneration are not nearly offsetting the pace at which prime
export species are being, depleted.. Nor are plantations to meet the
continent's own escalating needs for lumber, pulp and paper, and
firewood being established at anything close to the needed rate.17

On a worldwide basis, the extent to which tree 'planting is offsetting
forest losses is impossible to ascertain. What data do exist on refores-
tation and plantation programs often do not distinguish the restock-
ing of existing forest lands from the extension of plantations to new
areas. In a 1978 report, the PAO estimated the "current world planting
programme" to be "about 4 'million hectares a year." China and de-
veloped countries undoubted y account for most of the total. Persson
has recently estimated 4he p anting rate in the developing countries,
excluding China and Korea, o be about 650,000 hectares a year. The
FAO's 1976 review of forest rends in Asia assumed that new planting
in the region's developing countries, again excluding China, would
total only 1.5 million hectares during the decade of the seventies.18

Given the alarm about fore t losses and firewood scarcity that has
recently been voiced by manif governments and aid agencies; and the
flurry of reforestation programs now being initiated, the planting
totals are, probably rising fast. Stilt, the current pace of tree planting
looks pitifully slow when compared. with the pace of forest loss,
and slower still when compared with the gargantuan demands that
will be placed on the world's forests in the decades to come.

The Sources of Deforestation

In his keynote address to the Eighth World Forestry Congress, held in
Jakarta in October 1978, FAO Director-General Edouard Saouma ob-
served that the current rate of forest destruction in developing coun-
tries "is unacceptable, not so much as a percentage of forest total but
because of where and why it is happening."" Too many of the trees
being cut today are performing crucial environmental services for peo-
ple and would be better left in the ground or immediately replaced.
Too many forests are being ogged in, a manner that maximizes the
immediate profits of a few bit jeopardizes the long-term welfare of
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theimajority. The spread of agriculture, firewood collection, and tim-ber harvesting are the principal immediate causes, of'forest losses. But
u16 behind these lurk more basic failures. Usually, uncontrolled defores-tation is a symptom of a society's inability to get a grip on other

fundamental development problems: agricultural stagnation, grosslyunequal land tenure, rising unemployment, rapid population growth,and the incapacity to regulate private enterprise to protect the publicinterest.

The spread of agriculture in one form or another is by far the major
cause of outright forest loss today, as it has been throughout most
of human history. Most of the farmland in nearly every country wasonce at least moderately tree-covered. Although its extent is often
exaggerated, some potentially arable land yet remains under forest in
parts of Africa, Latin America, and Southeast Asia. Given the popula-
tion increases in store for these regions, the conversion of much ofthis land to agriculture over the coming4lecades will be necessary and,
in many cases, the best among feasible land-use choices.

However, the spread of agriculture is often characterized more by
Chaos and ecological destruction than by rationality, even when it is"planned" by governments. Politicians alwa)ts find it easier to hand
out unoccupied land than to redistribute proven farmland, however
unequal the ownership of the latter may be. Even where national for-
est resources are deficient, as in India, governments can succumb topublic pressures to turn needed forest lands over to cultivators. In
fhe tropical rain forests, where in many cases little is known about
soil conditions and potentials, both legal and illegal colonists he try-
ing to carve farms out of the jungle. But much tropical land coloniza-
tion, as U.N. analysts observed a decade ago, "is indiscriminate ... anill advised use of the land. It is merely a process of trial and error.Very often the chosen forest land cannot support permanent agricul-ture. When so' fertility is lost, cultivation is abandoned and the land
is of ten grazed; The bare soil will frequently return to forest, unless,
as is often-the case, it is first destroyed by erosion."2.0

Partilarly in Central and South America, increasing areas of tropicalforest have been cleared to create grazing lands, anotheiNtransition that



"Usually, uncontrolled deforestation
is a symptom of a society's inability

to get a grip on other
fundamental development problems."

is sometimes unsustainable and that is frequently of dubious social
yalue. HaVing largely.given up on its grandiose plans to populate the
Amazon Basin with peasant cultivators, the Brazilian Government has ,17
granted huge- concessions in the region .to both domestic operators
and foreign corporations to raise cattle. New pastures account for a
good share of the million hectares of forest that disappear in Brazil's
portion of the Amazon Basin each year. Likewise, large landowners in
Venezuela are transforming forest into pasture; while in Costa Rica, as
elsewhere in Central America, .virgin forest is rapidly giving way to
pastures created by cattle ranchers anxious to cash in on the lucrative
U.S. export market. Pointing to massive soil erosion on denuded
slopes and to the widespread deterioration of soil structure and qual-
ity, ecologist Joseph Tosi has estimated that more than half the pas-
ture land in Costa Rica is not suited to this purpose. Ironically, even
as Costa Rica's cattle production has soared, its domestic per capita
beef consumption has fallen by half in the last 15 years; the economic
returns from the expanding cattle industry are not widely shared.21

*Much of the blame for forest destruction is often laid,on the shoulders
of shifting cultivatorsthose who slash and burn a Clearing in the
forest, grow crops tor a few years until soil fertility dissipates, and
then move on to clear a new patch. However, while itinerant farmers
are andeed major agents of deforestation, it is important to differentiate
among the various sorts of shifting cultivators and the,soundness of
their methods.

As evolved over the ages in Africa, Asia, and Latin America, sustainable
systems of shifting cultivation entail lengthy fallow periods during
which soil fertility is restored and trees regrow on the cultivated plots. ,
Some practices just now being developed and pushed by. tropical \
foresters, such as agro-forestry systems in which trees and crops are 1

rotated on the same land, are in a sense efforts to build the ecological
soundness of traditional shifting cultivation into new forms of con-
tinuous land, use. Today, many traditional peoples in areas such as
the Amazon Basin, Central Africa, and the more remote parts of
Southeast Asia are still practicing shifting cultivation in harmony
with nature. It is when such farmers get hemmed in by logging com-
panies, the spread of plantations, or other incursions of modern so-



ciety that they are portrayed as enemies of the forest. In addition, as
human numbers in a given region rise and the free forest area about18 them shrinks, fallow cycles are shortened to the point whelig, trees
have.no chance to regrow. Aerial surveys of the den§e rain forest Of
the Ivory Coast, for example, showed a reduction in forested area
of 30 percent between 1956 and 1966, a consequence of shifting cul-
tivation by a quickly expanding population.z2

Many of the "shifting cultivators" wreaking the greatest forest de-
struction today are not traditional practitioners of this art at all. They
are rootless, landless people, often squerzgd from their homelands by
unequal land tenure or population grc'h, who are struggling to
make what living they can amidst unfamiliar ecological conditions. In
Indonesia, for instance, many of those who have migrated from
crowded Java to the outer islands have found continuous cultivation
of the land unworkable, either because the soils are not appropriate
or because promised ,technical assistance has not materialized. Many
migrants have become new shifting cultivators who will permanently
reduce the timber and wildlife resources of the areas over which they
spread. In Venezuela, which has a high rate of unemployment and ris-
ing numbers of landless peasants, 30,000 families, most of them
practicing shifting cultivation, are living within national parks,
forest reserves, and other supposedly protected areas. An infJux of
shifting cultivators in the watershed above the Panama Canal is, by
causing increased siltation of a crucial reservoir; jeopardizing both
the"Canal's fututve utility and Panama City's water supplyprompting
a major new U.S./Panamanian program of reforestation, agro-forestry,
and improved land management.2?

Outside the humid tropical zones,. the last extensive forests in many
Third World countries are on the steep slopes and more remote
reaches of mountains. Agriculture nearly 'everywhere hag traditionally
been concentrated on the plains and valley floors, and with good"`
reason, for severe erosion and other ecological, calamities often occur
when slopes are left unprotected by vegetation. Yet today, mshed by
the lack of access to land or jobs in the plains, cultivators are moving
up mountainsides in many parts of Africa, Asia, and Latin America,
clearing forests as they go.



Mountain far ers also gather firewood, small timber, and fodder from
remaining fores . In Nepalto provide an extreme case, yet one of
importance to h dreds of millions of people because of the coun-
try's ecologiCally trategic locationthe spread of fanning and, the
collection of fuel nd fodder have combined to reduce the forested
area in the hill e by 25 percent over the last decade. In 1976, a

Nepalese ,research group concluded that a continuation of existing
trends would result in the complete disappearance of accessible
forests in the hills within 15 yearswhich the researchers themselves
labeled a "doornklay forecast.':24

Frequently a precarious and futile business for those who practice is,
mountainside farming and the tassociated deforestation also affect the

e siltation of rivers, reservoirs, and harbors. Citizens in dozens
welfaikbf those in farms and cities downstream by increasing flooding
and t
of countriesCOlombia, India, Indonesia, Nepal, Nigeria; Pakistan,
the Philippines, and Taniania, among othersare today learning the
same lesson tha a surge in the severity of alpine torrents taught
Europeans a few enturies back: humans strip mountainsides of trees
at great risk to their own well-being.25

Firewood collection is a second important contributor to forest del-
pletion. About half of all the wood cut in the world each year is
burned as fuel, mainly by the one-third of humanity who still rely
on firewood for cooking and heating. At least 1.5 billikn people burn
anywhere from one-fifth of a ton (in extremely poor and wood-short
areas such as India) to well over a ton (in parts of Africa and South-
east Asia) of wood a year, putting an awesome pressure on the world's
vegetation that is often ignored in official statistics. Fortunately, all
this demand does not translate into deforestation; where the balance
between tree growth and humari numbers permits, peasants usual-
ly collect dead wood and scppsffrom trees cut for other purposes.
Dense forests can produce a lot of burnable material without any live
trees being felled. In some areas, such as Java, home gardens supply a
good share of family firewood needs.26 --:"

'Elsewhere, however, the gradual depletion of woodlands is a common
result of the daily foraging of villagers. In Madhya Pradesh, which
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holds more forest than any other Indian state 2a recent survey revealed
that the annual cutting of firewood _and mail timber exceeded new
growth in 26 of 45 districts. If cuirent (Tends persist, 16 of these ,.
deficit districts will be virtually bereft° of trees Within 20 years; more `
than Waif the state will be devoid of trees within 50 years.27 In com-
bination with heavy grazing, the cutting or disfigurement of scattered
tree covet by fuel-gatherers in the more arid zones was -cited by the
1977 U.N. Conference on Desertification as a majgr contributor to
the spread of desertlitce conditions.

The outright destruction of living trges to meet tuel needs occurs
most commonly around ,cities and tov.ins, where commercial markets
for firewood and charcoal exist. Well-organized syndicates bring fuel
by truck, donkey cart, and camel into cities like Ouagadougou in
Upper Volta and Niamey in Niger; the widening circles of treeless
desert around these and other West African cities testify to the lack of
concern for the fivire shown by those plying this trade. In Sudan,
forest rangers ,haVe accosted armed crews as they fill trucks with
illegally cut wood that will be converted into charcoal for sale in the
cities; shootouts reminiscent Of the American Wild West have some-
times occurred."

Rising firewood prices can tempt desperate individuals as well as
greedy big-tithe entrepreneurs into cutting live trees. Near Bhopal,
the capital of Madhya Pradesh State, the forest department has granted
people the right to collect headloads of dead wood in the forest re-
serves for personal use. Yet throughout these reserves are signs that
"dead wood" is being actively manufactured: trees with their bark
girdled and trees axed outright. Live trees 'become "personal" head-
loads of dead wood that then find their way into city markets; as a
consequence, nearby forest reserves are gradually being reduced to
scrubland. On the outskirts of Bara, a town in semiarid central Sudan,
live hundreds of forther nomads who lost their herds to drought and
now eke out a living selling wood and charcoal. Much of the wood
they sell is illegally cut from dwindling stands of valuable gum-
arabic trees in the region. Describing their destructive activities. to
Norwegian geographer Turi Hammer Digernes, the wood sellers were
surprisingly frank: "We take trees belonging to other people. We cut
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"Well-organized syndicates bring fuel
by truck, donkey cart, and camel

into cities like Ouagadougou
in Upper Volta

and Niamey in Niger.1

them when they,are oo young. We never pay any tax.... We must
, liVe from something. hat else can we do?"29

On a worldwide basis, the operations of the - lumber and forest-prod-
ucts industries do not rival the spread of agriculture as a direct cause
of reduced forest area, though the two forces often work in tandem.
Still improperly managed-Jogging is unquestionably contributing to
the depletion of the earth's forest resources, and sometimes to an
actual decline in forest area. Where irresponsible timber concession-
aires clear-cut mountain slopes, as they have in parts of Pakistan,
Afghanistan, and other countries, the chances for a restoration of tree

cover can wash away with the topsoil during the first violent rain-
storm."

In temperate zones, where tree growth to marketable size usually
takes many decades, heavy cutting can cause a lengthy reduction in.

wood output even from an area that remaips visually ,covered with

trees. Although they have been restocked, for instance, large corpora-
tion-owned tracts of coniikrs in the U.S. Northwest are entering a
quarter-century of reduced wood production as a result of past cut-
ting. The companies and communities whose livelihoods are based

on these lands are now urging an increase in timber harvests in nearby
national forests, but this would in turn conflict with recreational de-
mands on the latter and might, some fear, even endanger their long-
term productivity. Large forest area-4-iR Canada and the Soviet Union
are being logged at rates surpassing new growth. If planned increases
in output are fb occur, either replanting and more intensive manage-
ment must be instituted on already-cut lands or loggers must move to
ever more remote forests. In either case, the real costs of timber will

rise."

Particularly in the Third World, logging sometimes depletes or de-
stroys resources of great daily value to people living in or around the
forest, while the profits and consumer benefits of the operation are
mainly enjoyed by people in faraway capital cities or foreign lands. In

evaluating the economics of timber operations, governments can
easily overlook the multitude of products and services the forest

renders to local people; in some cases, their combined value may rival
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or surpass 'the value of the forest as timber. But most of_the nontim-ber benefits do not accrue to those who hold power over the destinyof the forests.

In the Himalayan hills of the Indian state of Uttar Pradesh, a' people'smovement has appeared the seventies to fight what it sees -as thedamage to the I. al res ents' interests caused by timber operations.The state gover r ment rants logging contracts by auction to privatetimber firms, w ich rry out the extraction of timber from the forestreserves. Som o ose whose lives are intertwined with the forest,and who dire suffer the ill effects of environmentally unsoundharvesting prac ces, drew attention to their plight by grabbing holdof trees they wanted to preserve as lumberjacks approached. Knownas Chipko Andolan (the movement to hug the trees), the group aimsboth to protect ecologically vital trees and to spur more democratic
control over the practict of forestry in that region.32
Logging in humid tropical forestsmuch of which has been done by
multinational corporationsusually involves not clear-cutting but the"creaming" of the forest's small proportion of commercially valued
species. However, the process of cutting and removing selected treesamid dense foliage and on delicate soils usually wreaks far more de-
struction of vegetation and wildlife than the bare statistics of extracted
timber would suggest. One Indonesian study revealed that logging
operations damaged or destroyed about ore -third of the trees left
behind.33

Apart.sfrom the responsibill ith which it is practiced, logging inmany tropical forest areas of utheast Asia, Central and South
America, and Africa is contributin inadvertently to the ,permanentloss of forests. Wherever loggers bui oads and settlements, otherpeople follow. With or without government approval, cultivators
move along new logging roads and into newly logged areas, hopingto put down roots. The widening clearings and telltale' smolc. e plumesof slash-and-burn cultivation are normal sights around new roads
throughout the humid tropics. When these farms fail, they are some-times replaced by cattle pastures or by useless, tenacious grasses. -

Even when it is not followed -by cultivation, logging can le ve the
forest permanently bereft of the more valuable spies. In Kali antan,
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th4. homelartd of Indopesia's lucrative timber boom, logging firms are
supposed to follow a "select-fell- system in which only larger trees
91 the desired species are cut, and then only from area in which a 23
set number of smaller specimens can be left to replenish the stock.'In,

. theory, such a system would permit the logging, of a given area every
35 years without depletion. After studying growth patterns and
species' changes in logged-over areas, however, two scientists from
the Weyerhaeuser Company, which, operates a concession in Kali-
mantan, wrote that "whereas many S.E. Asian foresters feel that the
select -fell system of tropical rain forest silviculture will successfully
perpetuate yields of desired species, others are less convinced.", In
any case, they go on to note, a 1977 study of the Kalimantan opera-
tions of nine different companies revealed that "none was leaving the
required 25 select crop trees per hectare and, indeed, on much of the
area there were not sufficient trees at the start to comply with the reg-
ulation."3*

the notion that these areas will be ready for another valuable harvest
in 35 years thus appears to be wishful thinking at best, or a con-
vertient lie at worst. Of the scores of Indonesian, Japanese, P'hiljppine,
Korean, American, and other, companies cutting and exporting Indo-
nesian timber, Weyerhaeuser isthe only one that is even experiment-
ing with plantations on a small portion of the land it logs. Only a few
companies are building sawmills so that more of the jobs and profits
associated with the use of its timber can be kept in Indonesia. The
companies and many individual Indonesians are getting rich off the
timber trade, s',and the national government is taking in huge royaltie
that in theory can help finance the nation's economic'development.
But as log output begins to fall off, many Indonesians may begin
wondering how much of lasting value the majority have received from
the feverishly paced, largely unregulated exploitation of what is,
under current 'modes of extraction, virtually a nonrenewable natural
resource.

Despite the extensive degradation of tropical forests, a rising share of
the world's, wood and fiber suppl ;es will have to be produced in the
tropics, where, year-round sunlight and warmth permit much faster
growth than is possible ,in temperate zdnes. Even as current logging



patterns are depleting the,major commercial species of jnany tropical
forests, technologies are being developed thit use virtually all species,
if not flu- lumber them for reconstitution as particle board,, fiber
board, and 'paper. In several tropical countries, operations that clear
the land of nearly all vegetation, making wood chips out of most of it,
are alreadyAinder way.

Like many new technologies, ':all-species 'use" is a- two-edged sword;
because of its uncertainties and dangers, forester S. D. Richardson has
called its adoption a "Faustian bargain.-35 Used carelessly, it can
become a source of deforestation of a sort much more harmful to the
future than traditional logging practices are. Most Of the nutrients in
rainIFOrest ecosystems are contained in the vegetation rather, than the
soil. Remove the biomass, as all-species use does, and the 'possibilities
for futurs tree growth will be uncertain in many, areas. Clearings are
supposed 'to be followed by replanting, but little is known yet about
the long-term productivity of intensive tree plantations on deforested
rain-forest lands; and, unless governments show more regulatory per-
severance than they have in the past, there is no guarantee that
serious reforestation efforts will always follow denudation in any
case.

On the other hand, more intensive use of smaller areas in the tropics
offers a means of breaking the current destructive pattern of an ex-
tensive creaming of prime species followed by a recklets spread of
cultiVation and grazing. The preservation. of large natural-forest re-
serves will not be possible without greatly intensified production in
some selected areas. Implemented carefully and responsibly, say bot-
anists jack Ewell and Louis Conde, all-species use could "provide a
means for taking the pressure off of other lands while permitting,
developing tropical nations to tap the high potential productivity oftheir forests." If forest clearing is combined with sustainable tree
planting, the tropics can supply prodigious amounts of wood and fi-
ber; man-made forests in tropical zones can produce five to ten times
the wood of those in tefnverate zones.36

All in all, a host of forestry measures that could slow the pace of
forest loss await wider implementation. With agro-forestry systems,



shifting cultivators can make a good living as they rebuild rather than
destroy forest resburces.37 Intensive plantations in selected areas can-
supply a large share of needed wood and fiber, freeing other areas
from the chainsaw. Woodlots around villages, and in and around
cities, can provide fuel, poles, and a stable and pleasant environment
to those now suffering shortages of each. More intensive management
of North American and Soviet forests could boost their output consid-
erably. Logging practices can be regulated to protect the interests of
future generations, while waste in the post-harvest processing of tim-
ber can be cut. To be sure, technological gaps can be identified that
hamper many of these lines of attack; but in general, the frontiers of

.technical knowledge in forestry lie far beyond the state of its imple-
mentation.

Essential as t e re, such forestry measures alone will not be enough
to solve the e o estation problem. As this review suggests, many of

the underlying so ces of deforestation originate outside' the scope of
forestry per se. In rder to halt the destructive s read of 'cultivation,
national developme t patterns must provide the destroyers with alter-
nate ways to feed themselves; in particular, -crop yields and employ-
ment must be boosted on the lands best suited to farming. Sound
forestry policies can contribute to these efforts but broader decisions
on investment priorities, land tenure, and the choice of technologies

will be even more critical.

Woodland depletion by firewood gatherers can be greatly mitigated by
tree planting, but broader attention to rural energy needs, appropriate
alternative energy sources, and national energy priorities is also nec-
essary if more hospitable rural environments are to be rebuilt., The
conservation of forest productsby the poor through the adoption of

efficient wood stoves, by the rich through increases in paper recycling
and reductions in wasteful wood usesis another part ofpa long-term
solution to the forest problem that requires a broad social commit-
ment., Underlying all the sources of deforestation to varying degrees
is, of course, human population growth; more people demand more
firewood and farmland in some countries, and more veneer furniture
and unspoiled wilderness in others. The sooner population growth
slows, the brighter the prospects will be for preserving forests ample
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enough. to meet both environmental and economic require nts. A
vast amount of tree planting is essential over the coming q rter-26

t eradicated too.
century, but its benefits will be undercut if the deeper roots o

ation are no

The Price of Inaction \Le)

What are the full economic consequences of uncontrolled deforesta-
tion and forst-product scarcity? Curiouply, *although substantial
literature exivfs on the economic gains possible through the exploita-
tion of forest resources, virtually none exists on the economic con-
sequences of a failure to put fores.try,on a sustainable footing. A better
understanding of the price of 'inaction would cause many national
planners to give higher priority to the forestry sector.

One outcome of a nation's forestry shortcomings can be a rising de-
pendence on imported forest products. Already most Third World
countries are, despite high natural growing potentials, net importers
of forest products, particularly paper (the large-scale production of
which requires both fiber and sophisticated manufacturing' plants).
Global trade data show the developing countries as a whole enjoying
a, slight positive balance in Forest- product trade. HoWevei; if the
export proceeds of just four tropical timber exportersIndonesia,
Malaysia, the Philippines, and the Ivory Coastare removed, the
developing world suffered a net trade deficit in forest products of
$2.4 billion in 1976.35 4

Trade-deficit figures do not come close to capturing the negative social
impacts of wood scarcity, some of which are acutely felt by low-
income citizens even in timber exporting countries. For one thing, the
major forest products used by most poor-country residents nevenen-
ter the market economy; when fruits or firewood become scarce,
people either do without or they switch to noncommercial alternatives
rather than to imported goods. For another, .foreign exchange short-
ages, import restrictions, and high prices can hold a nation's wood
and paper consumption well below the levels at which needs are
reasonably satisfied.39
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"An inadequate supply
of products

is already an infli onary force
orldwide."

Thus in,Pakistan, to provide an extreme case, the actual consumption
of industrial timber is only about half what one would expect even
considering the country's income level. Between 1965 and 1975, aver-.

age per capita income rose by 27 percent; according to experience

elsewhere, a comparable increase in forest-product consumption
should have occurred, but none did. World Bank analysts point out
that "although consumption and supply are obviously in balance,
there is a considerable shortage of industrial wood in the country.
This shortage is manifesting itself in a number of ways including
sharply increasing prices, and substitution in a qariety of end-uses
such as concrete railway sleepers, steel transmissibm poles and steel
fUrniture."40 Concrete and steel, major timber substitutes every-
where, are themselves often scarce and expensive in the Third World,
so they hardly provide a satisfactory solution to timber scarcity.

With inflation now rampant nearly everywhere, the extent to which
forest-product scarcity is one of its driving forces deserves close
sctutiny. Mesmerized by their own analytical tools, modern econo-

mists often pay littleIeed to trends in the natural systems on which
human activity is ba d." Yet an inadequate supply of forest prod-
ttcts is alfeady an inflationary force worldwide, and appears certain
to be even more of one in the coming decades.

The deepening timber shortage in Pakistan has been accompanied by
astonishing rises in the price of domestic lumber. In the Rawalpindi

market, one popular species that sold for 15 rupees a cubic foot in
1967 sold for 45 rupees in 1973 and 80 rupees in 1976. A simple
board costs twice as much in Pakistan as in the United States, though
the income of the average American is 46 times that of the average
Pakistani'.42

The pressure of demand on timber supplies has even promoted infla-

tion in the United States, with all its forest wealth. A historical study

of resource scarcity in the United States, conducted in the early sixties,

found that forest products were the only major resource category for

which proof of increasing scarcityrising real pricesexisted over the

previous century. Between the 1870s and the 1950s, the teal price of

forest products multiplied two-and-one-half times.43



In the seventies, U.S. wood prices have surged anew. Between 1970
and 1976, wholesale prices of lumber and wood products far out-
paced the general inflation rate, rising annually in absolute terms by
10.4' percent and in real terms by 3.9 percent. The real price of soft-
wood lumber, used in construction, rose by an especially high 7 per-
cent a year. And further domestic timber price increases are certain.
Recent U.S. Forest Service studies show that the increases in prices
necessary to maintain an equilibrium between projected demands andsupplies are substantialin the case of softwood sawtimber over 100-
percent by the early 2000s. These increases are in real terms."44

One* obvious consequence of timber-price inflation is the increasing
cost- of construction. From the midi.sixties to the mid-seventies, the
average price of a new house in the United States climbed from
$30,000 to $50,000; home-buying is becoming impossible for many
Arhericans. Wood prices are only one of 'many factors pushing up
house prices, since wood usually accounts for less than one-fifth Of
the cost of a new house. Yet the effects of timber availability on hous-
ing prospects cannot be ignored. .

The social- impact of timber scarcity on housing is especially per-
nicious in poor' countries. In the booming cities of less-developed
Asia, about three to four million housing units are being built each
year. However, if satisfactory housing is to be provided for the
region's urban residents, notes an FAO study, 15 million units must
be built per year over the next two decades: Even if governments were
to make a serious effort to meet this challenge, adequate wood sup-plies are unlikely to be available. Right now, the Indian state of
Gujarat's ambitious plan to construct huts for landless laborers is
being derailed by the paucity of raw matoials. The program requires
25 million wood poles, but only 400,000 of these become available
each year; and only 4 million bamboo stalks are produced a year al-
though 765 million are needed.45

Soaring firewood prices are another inflation source. Almost every-
where commercial firewood markets exist, prices have multiplied over
the last decadein some cases faster than oil prices. In parts of West
Africa and Central America, urban families spend one-fourth of their
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"In parts of India,
a family member must spend two days

gathering a week's worth
of wood."

Oa

income on wood or charcoal for cooking; it can cost more to heat the
pot than to fill it. M market prices have outpaced the purchasing
power of the urban poor, many state governments in India have had
to establish special firewood depots that sell low-priced fuel to the
poorest groups.

Firewood scarcity exacts other less visible burdens too. Many users
'°'! do not buy wood, but the task of gathering it=which is often rele-

gated to women and childrencan become increasingly time-consum-
ing, to the point where it is a real economic and personal drain. In
central Tanzania, 250 to 300 days of work are required to provide the
annual firewood needs of a household. In parts of India, a family
member must spend two days gathering a week's worth of wood.*

As fuel becomes harder to find, people may cut back on essentials..
In bitterly cold mountain areas families st do without the warmth,
of a nighttime fire and suffer the health c sequences. The nutrition-
al impact of firewood scarcity has not bee _well investigated; but in
areas of West Africa and Latin America, people have recently been
forced to give up one, of their traditional hot meals a day. Peasants in
Nepal and Haiti have cut back on their consumption of vegetables
that require cooking."

With firewood unavailable, rural people switch not to fossil fuels,
which are often unavailable and always expensive, but to crop resi-
dues and dried cow dung. The resulting diversion of organic matter
and nutrients from field to fireplace carries its own negative economic
effects. According to J. E. M. Arnold of the FAO, some 400 million
tons of cow dung are annually burned in Asia, the Near East, and Af-
rica. Each ton burned means a loss of about 50 kilograms of potential
grain output."

Looking at Nepal alone, World Bank, analysts recently calculated the
costs of projected deforestation in terms of foregone food output.
They figure that, in the absence of an adequate tree-planting program,
the amount of additional dung that will be burned in the year 2000
will reduce grain production by about one million tons, worth more
than $100 million at current world pricesthis in a country where
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undernutrition is already the norm and total grain production is only
about four million tons a year. On a global basis, if the pace of village
tree planting is not radically boosted, says John Spears, "by the turn
of the century, at least a further 250 million people will be without
wood fuel fol. their minimum cooking and heating needs and/will be
forced to burn dried animal dung and agricultural crop residues,
thereby further decreasing food crop yields."49

Rising prices and outright ,shortages of paper have been yet another
forest-related source of inflation and hidden hardships. Recent global
surges in paper prices are the result of boom-and-bust cycles in the
pulp-and-paper industry rather than of a shortage of wood for pulp-
ing. Still, the paper industry requires huge amounts of wood, and de-
sired production increases in parts of the Third World will be
severely constrained by the unavailability of raw materials. Breaking
the Third World's costly dependence on unreliable paper imports will
require the creation of forests as well as the building of the small-
scale factories now being boosted by international agencies.50

The true costs of paper scarcity are hard to discern and probably
incalculable. Paper in a society might be compared to baking soda in
a cake: a small portion of the whole that is taken for granted when
present yet sorely missed when absent. In the most economically ad-
vanced nations, the volume of paper used in packaging and bureau-
cracy may hav reached the point of negative returns for efficiency,
but a usage I el well above that prevailing in much of the Third
World is esse tial to good government and a healthy economy. In
some countries, inadequate numbers are printed even of important
planning documents out of concern for paper costs. Cardboard pack-
aging is critical to most commerce. In India, the inadequate supply of
packaging is seen as "a major constraint on the development of the
export industry. "3'

Paper shortages also hamper communications and education. Back in
1974, a time of acute worldwide paper scarcity, an Indian official said
that "schoolbooks haven't been available for the start of the term, and
the cost of students' notebooks has more than doubled." Indian
newspapers had to cut their average size, and suffered threats to edi-
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torial freedom as the government rationed scarce paper supplies with
politics in mind. Even in the United States, the doubling of newsprint
prices in the seventies has contributed to reductions in the size and

number of newspapers.52

The environmental consequences of unwise deforestation are seldom
expressed in economic terms, but many of them directly influence
economic output as well as human welfare in the broader sense:The
refinement of analytical techniques for evaluating both the environ-
mental benefits forests provide and the environmental results of
continued forest losses would undoubtedly promote more stringent
efforts to protect essential wooded areas and to reforest denuded
areas. Decades of research have proved, for example, that The de-
forestation of watersheds can increase the severity of flooding, reduce
streamflows and lead to the desiccation of springs during dry sea-
sons, and increase the load of sediment entering waterways." Yet
most efforts to combat such problems have entailed engineering mea-
sures--dams, embankments, dredgingthat address their symptoms
but not their causes.

The exact contribution of deforestation to flood trends is probably
impossible' to pinpoint, but as flooding worsens in country after
country, new attention must be given to land-use practices in water-

shed areas. In the fall of 1978, India suffered some of the worst flood-

ing in its history: following two days of concentrated rainfall, 60,000
villages were inundated, more than 2,000 people drowned, and 46,000
cattle were swept away. Two states, West Bengal and Uttar' Pradesh,
lost a total of $750 million in crops. Many Indian officials are begin-
ning to wonder whether their chronic flood problenis can be ameli-

orated without a restoration of forest cover in the increasingly
denuded hills of Northern India and Nepal.54

The costs of accelerated reservoir sedimentation are not hard to under-
stand. -Studies of 17 major reservoirs in India reveal, them to be

silting up at three'times the expected rate, apparently because of the
deforestation of upstream areas. So valuable is water in arid Pakistan

that the expensive new Tarbela Dam was built with full knowledge
that the heavy silt load of the Indus would render it virtually useless
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in 50 years. Because of severe erosion, linked to deforestation, the
AmbuklAo Dam' in the Philippines has an expected economic life of
just 32 years. The list Of siltation horror stories from every continent
js long, 'but the point is perhaps best made by an example from Ecua-
dor. A U.N. report showed that a $1 million program of reforestation
and on-farm soil conservation-in the Poza Honda Basin would reduce
sedimentation enough to extend the life of the 1971 r6ervoir.by 25
yearsand that each of these additional years would bring. $2 million
in' benefits. Yet, observes hydrologist Samuel Kunkle, "many. river
basin projects continue to neglect upstream erosion control, and fail
to recognize that the erosion control frequently costs less than thesediment damage."55

In preparation for the 1977 U.N. Conference on Desertification,
analysts estimated that the cumulative degradation of rangelands and
nonirrigated farmlands in drier zones is holdi their combined an-
nual productivity more than $12 billion below its potential. No one
can say just what portion' of this loss is due to the destruction of
trees, which hold down wind erosion, influence local temperatureand humidity, and in many cases replenish essential soil nutrients.
Certainly it is not small, as the well-documented productivity gains
achieved by windbreak planting in semiarid zones suggest. Soviet
wheat yields rise 20 to 30 percent with shelterbelt prOtection; South-
ern California citrus orchards produce nearly twice as much when
they are protected by windbreaks.56

Some of the environmental costs of current forest trends are by na-
ture incalculable, but are nonetheles§ massive. Should the clearing and
disruption of tropical rain forests continue at recent rates, ecologists,
warn, thousands and possibly hundreds of thousands of plant and
animal species, many of them not yet named, will become extinct. As ir
Norman Myers points out, it is a statistical certainty that nurinerchisl"
sources of beneficial drugs, foods, and industrial products -111 be
unknowingly wiped out The full ecological repercussions of such an
unprecedented biological massacre. cannot be predicted; but it will
certainly constitute an irreversible distortion of the evolutionary' pro=
cess. The protection of selected biologically rich tropical areas in their
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"Because of severe erosion,
linked to deforestation,

the Ambuklao Dam in thePhilippines
has an expected econoithic life

. of just 32 years."

natural state is one of the overriding conservation issues of the .late
twentieth century.37

Scientists studying the rising level of carbon dioxide in the at-
mosphere, which is likely to lead to global climatic Alf ts, have added a
new reason for concern about the loss of tropical forests. A vast
amount of carbon is stored in the extensive forests of the tropics,
particularly in the massive older trees of virgin forests. The release of
that carbon through deforestation and burning could add significantly
to the atmosphere's carbon dioxide. Some, such as biologist George
Woodwell, believe that deforestation may already rival fossil-fuel
'burning (traditionally thought to be the overwhelming human cause
of the carbon-dioxide increase) as a source of atmospheric carbon.
Whether or not that is true, the potential for continued forest losses
to contribute to climatic disruption clearly exists.58 Concern for the
economic prospects of deforested and wood-importing countries
aside, issues like species extinction and climatic change make the fate
of the world's forests a matter of consequence to people everywhere.

Forests By the People, For the People

The challenge facing world forestry is not just to halt deforestation
and to plant enough trees to satisfy commercial and 'environmental
need's. From a social perspective, top priority must also be given to
meeting the elementary forest and wood needs of the poorest one -
third of humanity. And with forest products, as with food, merely
growing more produce is not .necessarily sufficient to eliminate
deprivation. Who does the producing and hoW t e benefits are diS-
tributed are equally crucial considerations.

Today, new notions about' the purpose and practice of forestry are
percolating through Third World forestry circles and international`
aid agencies. In essence, some foresters are beginning to see the neces-
sity of _taking forestry outside the forestsof involving people .

throughout the countryside in growing trees to meet their own re-
quirements as well as to protect the land off which they live. Forestry
carried out by deprived people themselves can vastly augment'ugment global
forest resources even as it directly benefits those in greatest need.
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But community forestry, as it is becoming known, will not materialize
on the needed scale without major changes in the way foresters con-

34 duct their business.

Traditionally, and not surprisingly', most national forest departments
have concerned themselves almost excluively with the areas of-
ficially designated as "forest." Foresters have applied what silvicul-
tural knowledge and economic management thely could to these
wooded reserves, and have maintained guard forces to protect the trees
from wood poaching by fuel-starved peasants and unscrupulous
merchants. Consistent with this spatially narrow vision, the bulk
of official forestry investment in poor countries has been devoted, to
large-scale timber exploitation for industrial, urban, and export mar-
kets. Where forests are especially rich they have often been given over
to multinational firms for cutting and export.

Mean small-scale, spatially diffused forestry needs of the
rural majorityfirewood for cooking and heating, poles for' con-
struction, fodder for livestock, and 'trees throughout the countryside
for the protection of soils and the production of foods and other
goods-Lhave often been virtually ignored. As Jack Westoby, a long-
time social critic of international forestry, puts it, In preciouS few
countries have the energies of the foresters been bent upon helping
the peasant to develop the kind of forestry that would serve his
material welfare."59

Unfortunately, in forestry, as in more general economic development,
the fruits of large-scale, centralized investments seldom trickle down
to the poor. Past patterns'of forestry development have brought.little
benefit to the half of humanity ihhabiting rural villages. As practiced
to date, forestry has often accentuated rather than narrowed the gap-
ing social divisions that exit within most Third World countries.
Similar perceptions about the parallel failures of many industrial and
agricultural projects to benefit the poor have become commonplace
among more enlightened economists.- Now the rhetoric of the forestry
profession, which has never been part of the mainstream develop-
ment establishment in any case, is catching up. Perhaps not coinci-
dentally, the infusion of a socioeconomic consciopsness into forest-



ers' thinking is occurring just as the importance of trees t economic
development is finally beginning to be appreciated by economi s.

Even without the inspiration provided by the recent Aversion of
many economists to people-oriented development, foresters would
have been drawn toward people-oriented forestry by the sheer pres-
sure of events. Reports of the social and ecological manifestations of
past myopiaof spreading firewood and timber scarcity, of deepening
soil erosion and falling soil fertility, of record floodwaters running
rampantly off denuded hillsare now common fare in Third World
newspapers and are creeping into the professional journals. Even the
achievement of the foresters' traditional objective, the sound manage-
ment of forest reserves, is being visibly undermined, for where acute
wood scarcity prevails t e protection of woodlands from the desperate
and the greedy is all but impossible,

The elements of community-based" forestry strategies that could help L
reverse these dire trends can be spelled out easily enough; in theory/
probably no country lacks the physical fesources to meet its most
urgent rural forestry needs. Villages virtually eyerywhere have un-
used or misused lands on which fast-grdwing woodlots can be
planted. In watersheds, the raising of crops, trees, and livestock can
be integrated in new ways that protect soils as they provide extra
benefits for people. Agro-forestry systems can give shiffMg cultiva-
tors a stable, productive life. Idle lands along roads and coals and
around fields can be planted to trees that produce food, fodder, tim-
ber, traditional medicines, and assorted industrial raw materials as
well as a more hospitable environment. Cheap, efficient cooking
stoves can be disseminated that cut family wood-fuel needs in half-.
Participatory forestry, with the profits if not te products widely
shared, can even be adapted to industrial wood productionas in the
Philippines, where small-holder farmers are supplying timber to the
paper industry; and in Oakland, California, where a citizens' group
plans to grow marketable tree products on vacant city lots.

Although the lint of potential community forestry activities can be
extended, the problem is not so much what to do as how to do it. To
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an outsider, prompting rural communities to _grow some badly needed
trees may not seem like such a tall order.' But as the experience of

36 countries such as China and South Korea' that have already imple-
mented participatory forestry on a wide scale demonstrates, actually
doing so requires radical changes in the attitudes and activities of
governments and aid agencies, and reforms in villagers' social or-
ganization and land use.

Foresters, like development planners generally, are used to running
things from above. What contact they have had with villagers has
usually been in their roles as policemen, denying destitute people ac-
cess to protected lands and wood. Antagonism between peasants and
forestry officials is commonplace throughout the Third World; tales
of murdered forest guards are not rare.

Yet if experience and common sense tell us anything, it is that .com-
munity forestry cannot be imposed from above and carried out in
the face of a hostile population. New forms of land use impinge
upon, and are influenced by, the daily activities of everyone. When
the local people are not active participants in and supporters of a
project, saplings have a way of disappearing overnight. With fodder
usually as scarce as firewood, uncontrolled goats or cattle can quickly
ruin a new plantation even when disgruntled peasants, facing the
alternative of a lengthy hike to collect fuel, don't covertly cut the
saplings themselves.

Community involvement, then; is not just an ideologically appealing
goal; it is a practical necessity if rural forest needs are to be met. A
recent effort to establish 500 hectares of village' woodlots in Niger,
for example, failed because "as fast as the trees were planted, the
village people either pulled them out or allowed uncontrolled grazing
to take place." This debacle occurred, concluded John Spears, because,
villagers "had not been involved in formulating the pr t and be-
cause they perceived the village woodlot area as a 'traditio I grazing
ground." Likewise, an effort to preserve some natural fore t within a
resettlement area in Colombia failed "because the settlers thetvelves,
regarded the area as being better suited to agriculture than Forestry
and they forcibly occupied the protected forest area."60
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Popular participation is important for economic reasons too, for in
most countries the costs of tbe needed plantings and upkeep would
be prohibitive if local residellS did not pitch in generously with their
labor. ,The high cost- oft plantation development in Brazil, which

41 has chosen to subsidize commercial plantations by large landowners
and ,4rporations rather than to pursue community forestry, stands
as a:warning on both economic and social grounds to other develop-
2'ing countries, most of which are far poorer than Brazil. Since 41967,
three million hectares of plantations, mostly fast-growing eucalypti
and pines destined for pulp. mills, have been established. A valuable
resource has been created but at an extraordinary price: tax subsidies
have averaged $500 to $820 a hectare, with the public, subsidy over
11 years totaling $1.8 billion. "Despite relatively cheap labor,- writes
U.N. economist M. K. Muthoo, the .plantation program has involved
"one of the highest costs in the world of creating man -made forests."
The program has widened socioeconomic inequality too: 92 percent of
the plantations are Over 100 hectares in size, and the bulk of them
are in the country's richest regions.61

For bureaucrats accustomed to giving orders, and to worrying more
about science than sociology, the necessary handing down of 'author-
ity to the people can be as personally painful as it is institutionally
difficult. Several speakers before the October 1978 World Forestry
COngress, whose theme was "Forests for People," stressed the need
for reforms in the structure of the forestry profession itself. In what
amounted' to an admission of; the profession s past neglect; Edouard
4ouma, Director-ORneral or the FAO, said that knowledge about
coMmunity-baSed forestry "is still in its infancy.- It "introduces
problems.which are far removed from'your traditional training," he
challenged the 2,000 delegates in Jakarta. "Above all, it means dealing
with eople and the priorities they give to their various needs." Along
sirnil 46ChkreS raukestet, chief forester with the U.M-Develop-
merit me, observed that "foresters' have preached at the peo-
ple too much;-Row we are.sealizing that we ti*st:.Svo4k through the

ins tead..".

Pushed by economic necessity and pulled by the spread of egalitarian
ideas, some governments and aid agenciekare beginning to change
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their, forestry plans..The FAO has initiated, with the financial sup-. ,
ads, port.df. the Swedish Government, a major program of research and
PO educrition under the theme of "forests for local community develop-

!pent." The World Bank, the world's largest aid giver, has in a recentforestry sector policy paper announced its, intention to multiply. itsA support for such activities as village woodlots, farm forestry, and en-
vironmental rehabilitation. A new International Council for gesearch
on Agro-Foreitry, directed by the noted forester K. F. S. King, hasbeen set up, mainly with Canadian .aid money, in'Nairobi. The US.
Congress has directed the Agency_ For International Development togive new attention to forestry in its rural development programs,while AID and the U.S. State Department have togeth& sponsored an
unprecedented strategy conference on tropical forestry problems. Topfore0ers and even national political leaders all over the world arebeginning to talk of the need to integrate forestry into rural develop-
ment in new ways.63

Welcome as it is, this belated shift in attitudes among national officials
and aid agencies provides no guarantee that community forestry will
take off with the required speed: In the words of Jack Westoby,
making trees serve people "is not 'simply a mattet of gearing the de-
velopment establishment towards new objectives." Government bu-
reaucracies everywhere are notorious for their resistance to retooling,
particularly when the proposed changes seem to involve a loss of
customary authority and elite status. Forest departmentsor other"agencies if. foresters cannot adaptneed to provide "barefoot fores-
ters" who wilt' worry less about the elegance of silviculture and-more
about how peasants' cows will be fed, how cooking stoves might be
redesigned to conserve firewood, and how small farmers whose ecq- .nomic horizons extend only to the next harvest can be persuaded:vol-
untarily to plant trees for the future. Furthermore, the needs and
potential contributions of womenas gatherers and users of wood and
as possible growers of woodhave been badly neglected virtuallyeverywhere.

Perhaps the greatest impediments of all to community forestry are thelocal social and economic institutions that, in many poor- countries,
perpetuate the rigid ,stratification of social claSses and the severe



"Community forestry is not a technology;
- it is a process of social change

that requires the continuous participation
of whole communities in

planning and problem-solving."

exploitation of those on the bottom. Community vestry is not a
technology; it is a process 'of social change that requires the continu-
ous participation of whole communities, in planning and problem-
solving. It requires people to shift from ,anrindividualistic- to a co-
operative state of mind in spheres of life where communalism has
not usually been the ,norm,_ at least in recent history. People must
willingly give up landluSe practices and privileges to which they have
long been accustomed. Such a process of cooperative behavioral
change, never easy to brig about anyway, is especially unlikely where
grossly unequal land' tenure and marketing systems insure that a.
powerful minority will captwe nearly all the lorerefits any economic
gains.

'Initiating .community forestry, then, can ,require grappling with all
theinterlocking social, economic, and political problems that add up to
:underdevelopment.. At the same time, the process of creative corn-
tnunity action that successful village forestry requires is the essence
of what real 'development is all'about: communities learning to solve
problems, to create better lives for their. members, to become more
self-reliant. Ironically enough, forestry, long 'the neglected stepchild
of economic studies; could in some countries turn out to be the
catalyst of meaningful development:

Community Forestry Successes: China And South Korea

.` Spreading wood scarcity and land degradation have not gone totally
unnoticed by governments. Scattered attempts at forest-building have
been made over the years, with occasional, local successes. But the
overall record is a dismal one: millions of seedlings" have been planted
in the Third World only to be uprooted by people or nibbled to death
by livestock within a few years.

Brightening this generally dull Picture has been the example of the,
People's Republic of China. Although outsiders have enjoyed no
surfeit of documentation about China's forestry programs, enough
has filtered' out to generate widespread interest in, and even awe of,
the country's achievements.- Despite msny false starts and technical
mistakes, the Chinese appear since mid century to have reversed the
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progressive landscape deterioration of five millenia and to have miti-
gated wood shortages of astounding proportions.

Reidar Persson estimates that from 30 to 60 million hectares of new
forestsincludin ose planted for .environmental improvement and
those meant t supply village or industrial wood needshave been
successfully established in China over the last quarter-century. Chi-
nese offici s have told recent visitors that the proportion of their
national lan area in forest has been increased from 5 percent in 1949
to 12.7 per ent in 1978, implying an increase of 72 million hectaret.
Combining strong central political support for tree planting with
mass mobilization of rural communities for implementation, the con
tinuing Chinese forestry effort has' inspired a great deal of thought
elsewhere about community forestry's possible designs and accom-
plishments.64

While the specific patterns of China's program are not likely to be
duplicated, China has reaffirmed the ability of humans, when pur-
posefully organized, to overcome extraordinarily severe environmental
problems. In his influential 1948 book, Road to Survival, conserva-
tionist William Vogt had declared China beyond hope of reclamation.
"Millions are going to die," he wrote, as "tragic sacrifices on the twin
altars of uncontrolled reproduction and uncontrolled abuse of the land
and resources."65 In the ensuing 30 years, the Chinese Government
has, in fact, faced the dangers of rapidpopulation growth and
inounted one of the world's most aggressive birth control programs.
Yet China has also developed the capacity to sustain a population
nearly twice the size of that which drove Vogt to despair, and, ac-
cording to reports of a number of visiting physicians, has eliminated
widespread malnutrition in the process. Combined with broader social
reforms, the rebuilding and enhancement of the life-supporting ca-
pacity of China's landscapea plocess to which community forestry
has been a key contributorstands as a signal achievement in modern
ecological and social history.

Because of the depth of the Chinese political revolution, and China's
seemingly unique ability "to mobilize huge numbers of people to
accomplish tasks, foresters elsewhere have tended more to admire



China's physical achievements in forestry than to think of emulating
them. Outsiders have often viewed the country's accomplishments
in areas such as forestry as feasible only within China's Orticular
political and cultural context. Fortunately, however, examples of suc-
cessful community forestry in other developing .countries- are ,now
becoming more widely known., If neither the scale nor the political
framework of tree planting in ot, countries is likely to match
China's, opportunities for successful community forestry do exist
wherever governMents are willing and able to push for needed re-
forms in bureaucratic practice and rural social organization.

The dramatic forestry success story of the seventies, it now appears,
is in South Korea. A mountainous country long known for its barren

hills, rural, fuel scarcity, and severe soil erosion, South Korea has
joined China on an elite list: countries where people have been reor-
ganized to reforest their landscape. In fact, if the reports trickling.out
are anywhere near accurate, South Korea has, in relation to its size,
reforested more land more guickly than China has.66

By the early seventies, following decades of imperial occupation by the
wood-short Japanese, years of vicious civil war, and the constant pres-
sure of a dense rural population relying mainly on wood for fuel,
South Korea's forest picture was grim. Huge .timber imports were
needed to supply the domestic-lumber and plywood-export markets,
while fuel collectionthe heart of the nation's forestry crisiswas
destroying the rural environment. In order to get through-one of the
Korean peninsula's cold winters, the average rural family burned more
than four tons of wood, crop. residues, and other organic matter.
Though most of the forests surrounding villages stood on privately
owned land, peasants Kad a traditional right to collect free fuel from
them. Hence the landowners, most of whom held only a few hectares,
lacked any incentive to replant their lands even when they had the
capital and technical ability to do so, which most did not. A 1969
U.N. report described some of the consequences:

There is a critical need for fuel for heating and cooking,
which causes people to cut grass, seedlings, shrubs and
tree branches, and to rake the ground of all leaves, litter,
and other burnable material,

1
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Raking litter from the hillsides is one of the principal'
causes of soil erosion in Korea, since it removes ground
cover needed for organic matter and for protection of the
soil. In addition to litter raking,, trees are deprived of
much of their growth potential by excessive removal of
branches. Seedlings are also yearly victims of the farm-
ers' sickles during the grass harvest.

'No forestation or erosion control treatment will solve
the present uplands erosion problem as long as these
present abuses continue. It is obvious that just the year-
ly planting of a great number of trees is not, by itself,
the solution.67

South Korea's forestry .problems,_ then, were rooted in longstanding
cultural practices and tied to urgent human needs. Can it be that the
country has largely overcome these obstacles in such a short time?
The report quoted above was written just a deCade ago; according to
conventional wisdom, such problems can't be solved overnight.

Passing through the countryside, a visitor to South Korea today can-
not help being aware that something important having to do with
trees is under way and that the South Korean Government, known
for its tight control over public activities, must be terribly interested in
forestry. Sprinkled about the hillsides are billboards bearing forestry
slogans such as "Love Trees, Love Your Country." Other signs for-
bid unauthorized entry into a patch of forest, while still others simply
sport a number"1975" or "1976"indicating the year in which that
hill was planted. That a date, alone on a billboard, carries a recog
nized message for passersby is testimony in itself of, the pervasive
awareness of forestry that has, one way or another, beieh instilled in
the populace. And everywhere the trees, the proof that something real
has come of all this: row upon row of young trees that in parts of the
country seem to cover virtually every spot of land not being farmed.
Large areas of South Korea have been transformed froW lands of
barren hills into lands of young pines; according to 'government
figures, more than one-third of the national land area is stocked with
trees less than ten years old. While official statistics here, as anywhere,
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should be taken with a grain of salt, the country is clearly in the

process of changing its face.

To be sure, the historical obstacles to sound forest management have

not withered away; South Korea's forestry sector faces plenty of tech-

nical, economic, and managerial problems. Planting failures on long-

abused lands now bereft of organic matter are not rare, while pests are

killing trees in some areas. But a critical about-face has occurred, and

the country's challenge is increasingly one of instituting optimal

management rather than of halting the spiral of degradation.

While desultory efforts at village forestry had been tried since the

fifties, the really dramatic turnabout occurred in 1973, when the gov-

..ernment devised a prominent new forestry policy and law. Before then,

the national `-emphasis had been on reducing the industrial timber
deficit, relying mainly on the work of the government's forestry

department. Village-level forestry groupswhich had emerged spon-

taneously in some areas over the previous several centurieswere
encouraged in principle but not given the strong support that would

later result in their establishment throughout the country. Since
1973, in contrast, priority has been placed on meeting the needs of

the rural population by enlisting their energies and unused lands.

That a community-based approach could simultaneously provide more

wood for the forest-products industry was also recognized.

The new interest in forestry for rural needs was a logical extension of

the much broader shift in national development policy that had
occurred two years earlier. While boosting the gross national product

incredibly fast, South Korea's rapid industrial growth during the six-

ties pulled more people to the cities, widened urban-rural income
disparities, and caused general social and economic dislocation in the

villages. In 1971, a major new program known as the saemaul, or

"new community," rhovement was launched. Billed as a self-help
program by which villages could advance economically and build local

institutions, tq saemaul campaign has.mobilized villagers to construct

irrigation works, roads, bridges, water supplies, and electrical facili-

ties. While' it may not represent the spontaneous outpouring of com-

munity spirit that government leaders like to portray, the saemaul
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movement has unquestionably helped bring a better material standardof living to the countryside.

Following in the same spirit, the new forestry campaign has tried tomobilize villagers to plant public and private lands, to form coopera-tives to produce and market assorted nonwood products such asmushrooms and valuable leaves, and, above all, to establish firewoodlots to meet local needs. The program has been implemented throughan. unusual combinatiop of private and governmental organizations.Building on Korea's long history of village cooperative societies andthe scattering of forest associations already in existence, the govern-ment encouraged the establishment of Village Forestry Associations(VFAs) in nearly every village. Nominally a private body, a local asso-ciatibn consists of a representative from every household in the vil-lage membership is mandatoryand is directed by an elected chief:The VFAs are all part of a nationwide nongovernmental network, theKorea National Federation of Forest Association Unions, which isheadquartered in Seoul.

The real meaning of "nongovernmental" in this case is hard tofathom. The federation's national, provincial, and local officers workparallel, to, and in tandem with, equivalent national forest-departmentofficers. The federation and its member "village associations receivefunds, technical assistance, and policy direction from the government,yet when the World Bank supported an expansion of the villagewoodlot program, it worked directly with the federation. Accordingto one federation official: "The network of forestry associationshas provided the missing link between the government and the vil-lagers. Village forestry would have failed if the government had sim-ply ordered people to carry it out. Through the associations,' villagers
sim-ply

developed a better understanding of their forestry problemsand a willingness to work to solve them for their mutual benefit.''Still, how an organization can at once be a government creation withmandatory membership and a nongovernmental group reflecting avoluntary community spirit remains mysterious to most outsidOrs.

South Korean villages are precisely boundaried administrative entities.Often they comprise a natural geographic unit, such as a farmed



valley and its surrounding hills. As a first step in carrying, out a fire-

wood plantation project, officials 'from the \government, federation,

and village association together calculate commurtitV wood require-

ments and identify suitable landsusually hillsides of little agricultur-

al potentialfor meeting this need. Most of the chosen lands arepri-
vately owned; the owners are given the option of either reforesting

the areas themselves or turning them over to the' VFA in return for

one-tenth of future proceeds from their plots. Though this share of

eventual profits is not great, most landowners, who have received

virtually no income from their plots in the past, give the land to the

VFA.

Through this,profit-sharing mechanism the Koreans have managed to

co-opt private land for public purposes, overcoming the constraints

that private land tenure had previously placed on forest improvement.

The landowners have no choice about participating one way or

another, but they also receive tangible benefits as a Jesuit. Such a

combination of latent stick with visible carrot seems to characterize

many of South Korea's rural deVelopment programs. ,

The Village Forestry Association, in other words the whole village,

plants, tends, and harvests the woodlots without pay. As wood is

harvested, it is distributed among households; the proceeds from any

marketable surplus are put into a cooperative fund for further com-

munity development projects. By the, end of 1977, 643,000 hectares

of village woodlotswhich are primarily for fuel, though 'many also

include trees planted for commercial purposeshad been established

in this manner. According to Bong Won Ahn, a federation official

who helped plan this enterprise; "The fuelwood component of our

,forestry program is essentially finished. We calculate the needs and

I set planting 'targets, and now these have been metABy the early

eighties, when increasing amounts of wood will be harvested from

the new plantations, our rural fuel problems will be largely solved."

Critics of the program have argued that popular participation in the

village associations, and in the saemaul movement generally, is as

much a consequence of an authoritarian government's heavy hand as

it is a genuine outpouring of civic spirit. After carrying out detailed
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public surveys in one rural district, a German sociologist wrote that"the Forest Associations are meant to be voluntary member organiza-46 tions, butin reality they are top-down,government controlled organi-
zations with compulsory membership and membership fees." PeaceCorps workers living in villages recently told a visiting journalist that
the-regimentatiori of the saemaul movement is resented by many vil-
lagers. They don't like having to attend so many lectures and singing
saemaul songs at six o'clock every morning and being told whatto
do all'the time" slid one."

Yet the physical and economic achievements of the village forestry
arid saemaul campaigns are there to see, and the benefits have been
well distributed among the -peasantry. It seems unlikely thatrsUch
widespread cooperative behavioral changes could be long sustained
by compulsion alone. Korea's Confucian tradition, with its emphasis
on obedience to hierarchical authority and on social cohegion, un-
doubtedly helps.explaih the success of the programs. But beyaid that,
the glue binding people together in these efforts may be the genuine
personal.benefits they receive from their participation. For the many
families''who had been forced by wood scarcity into buying coal forhome heating, for example, the switch to locally grown wood has
meant an average 15 percent increase in income. By eliminating
middlemen; the cooperatives selling mushrooms and other forest
products have greatly boosted the prices received by the peasantproducers."

South Korea's forestry program bears certain striking similarities
to China's, though the countries are poles apart ideologically. In bothcases, the central government has made a strong political commit-
ment to community forestry and has backed that commitment up
with technical assistance. In both, an essentially authoritarian national
government has created local -level participatory institutions for the
implementation of forestry goals. While participation in these localstructures is mandatory, it is not meaningless: people are working
together for the solution of problems that can only be tackled on a
communal basis. Certainly South Korea lacks China's overall com-
mitment to economic equality. Yet, when it comes to community
forestry, the'lenefits in both countries have been largely reaped by-
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those doing the work'rather than been raked off by moneylenders or
big landowners.

Given the two countries' cultural and politicl similarities, is South
Korea's experience any more relevant than China's to other develop-
ing countries? Perhaps this question is itself misleadingly fashioned.
For while neither nation offers a directly duplicable forestry model for
other societies, no country will ever offer such alinecea. That is not
the same, however, as saying that forestry success storieseven in
countries whose broader social and political patterns may lack appeal
or relevancedo not offer useful lessons to be applied elsewhere.

Development successes of any sort often appear in .retrospect to have
been the inevitable consequence of uniquely favorable conditions.
Hence, one hears it said, the Chinese could wipe out hunger and re-
forest their landscape "because they are Chinese." Likewise, foresters
elsewhere are beginning to dwell on the peculiarities of South Korean
culture and politics that brought about its recent successes. While
reflecting obvious truths, this perspective omits something crucial:
successes never seem inevitable until they actually materialize. Ih the
late forties, China's potential for ecological restoration had been all
but written off by the experts. As recently as the late sixties, South
Korea's forestry problems appeared insurmountable to many, who
cited plenty of failed tree-planting projects in support of their opin-
ion. Yet, in both cases, specific policy decisions and the creation of
appropriate new institutional structures preceded the transformation
of hopeless situations into inevitable success stories.

The combination of a .strong political commitment at the top with
broad public participation and shared benefits at the bottom, which

r .charecterizeF .forestry efforts in both China and South Korea, is a
pattern whoe possibilities have yet to be explored in many countries.
Yet logic, experience, and economic realities suggest that only the
rural, people themselves will be able to plant, protect, and harvest

,_trees on the scale required in coming decades. Unless institutions are
created that give them the means to do so, and that insure they re-
ceive the fruits of their ow.n labor, the interlocking crises of wood
scarcity and land degradation can only deepen.
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Gaining Ground in Gujarat

48 Of the world's most desperately deprived people, the 800 million or so
living in what has been termed "absolute poverty," one-third live in
India. Likeivise, a good share of those suffering the effects of severe
firewood and timber scarcity and of land degradation live in India.
What.happens with Indian forestry, while of interest and relevance to
outsiders, is importa4 above all in its own right; for as India's land-
scape goes, so goes the welfare of hundreds of millions of people. _

Within the last decade, the need for radical shifts in forestry practices
has been widely recognized in India. The country's technically skilled,
highly professional forest service has, it is now apparent, been both
.a blessing and a curse. Its patient, conservative management of those
forest reserves it could protect from encroaching farmers has pre,

)vented the sort of rapacious, shortsighted commercial logging" That is
depleting Forests in many Third World countries. But in the face of
steadily growing demand, the extremely low wood output from India's
reserves has resulted in soaring lumber prices and ,a critical shortage
of pulp. Meanwhik, the scattered trees of the Indian .countryside,
which supply the daily forest-product needs of Most of India's 650
million people, are vanishing. Firewood, fodder, and small timber are
becoming ever morel scarce and expensive, dung burning is more
prevalent, and the environmental problems associated with land de
nudation are becoming more acute. 'At the same time, the forest re-
serves themselves are being deplefed by the spillover effects of the
spreading rural wood famine.

........,
,The urgent need for the reform of Indian forestry was spelled out in

national policy documents in 1972 and 1973. Culminating years of
study, the reports of the National Commission on Agriculture called
for new 'programs of "production forestry"-Lthe application of mod-

/ ern, intensive timber management in forest reserves to boost com-
mercial timber output and "social forestry"L-the growing of trees
outside the reserves to meet the small-scale needs of the people, to
enhance the 'erwironment, and to provide aesthetic improvements
and recreation. ,Its with much government business in India, the na-
tional government could lay out policy directions and promise finan-
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cial assistance to the states, but it was up to the 21 individual state
governments to implement the new strategies."

In the last-half decade, production forestry has, in fact, gotten off to
a fairly good start in many parts of the countrj,. While requiring far-
reaching changes in timber-management practices, production forest-
ryunlike social forestryhas,not required major reforms in the
nature of the forester's role and relations with people. Not sur-
prisingly, the social forestry program is, by comparison, still fumbling
at the starting gate on a nationwide basis. Many of India's states have
done precious little to carry out the ambitious community forestry
plans described in 1973.

Official perception of the importance of the activities now labeled
social forestry is by no means new in India. Back in 1952, the young
,nation devised a National Forest Policy that stressed the need to
promote village forestry. To instill a "tree-consciousness" among
people, an annual festival of trees called Vanamahotsava was en-
couraged. Subsequent five-year plans have invariably called for the
spread of village woodlots and the planting of trees among farm fields.
Yet "unfortunately, even after a lapse of 26 years, the desired objec-
tives have not been achieved," observes S. A. Shahi leading Indian
forester. "The natural resources needed for the practice of social
forestryland and manpowerare available in adequate quantities.
What is lacking is the mechanism and the methodology to marry
the two."71

Social forestry has never received the funding needed to get it off to
a strong start, but lack of money has not been the chief obstacle to
success. Nor have suitable technologie4 been absent: if there is one
thing Indian foresters know how to do well it is raising trees. At the
top, institutions have not been created to encourage foresters to
transcend their traditional limited roles as guardians of the reserves;
at the bottom, means haVe not been established to secure the coopera-
tion of the people in solving what all recognize as critical problems.
The constraints on community forestry in India have been less fech-
nological and economic than sociological and bureaucratic.
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Of the states that have given community forestry a serious try,
Gujarat stands out as the acknowledged front-runner. In Gujarat, new
forestry institutions and atjatudes are evolving that spell progress
rather than progvessive deterioration. The state from which Mahatma
Garidhi emerged to lead India to independence is now providing na-
tional leadership of another sort.

it
Gujarat's creative forestry initiatives have been born of necessity;
the state is one of the most tree-poor regions in Indiaindeed, in the
world. Less than 10 percent of the state is labeled forest reserve, and
only half that area contains commercially exploitable timber. Mostly
semiarid, the state includes just .06 hectares of forest reserve for
each of its 31 million residents, less than half India's extremely low
national average.72

Statewide luelwood consumption in 1975 was 4.8 million tons, but
only 200,000 tons were officially extracted from reserves; the re-
-mainders was either imported from other states, gleaned from increas-
ingly barren community lands, or poached from reserves. Over the
lAt 15 years, the market price of firewood in Gujarat has climbed
faster than the market prices of electricity and oil. Special govern-
ment depots sell firewood cheaply to the poorest of the poor, those
who have access to subsidized food as well. Dung burning is also
widespread. So-dear are poles and firewood in Gujarat that, according
to the forest department, "fruit and fodder trees ... are cut down in
the prime of life from agricultural lands to make easy and quick mon-
ey.- Fodderthe production and use of which is integrally related to
forestry problems in Indiais also incredibly scarce. When drought
grips Gujarat, as it often does, the always sparse grasslands become
totally inadequate to sustain the livestock population, and the state
government must' import millions of kilograms of grass.

Bleak as Gujar5i's forestry outlook is, the state does have certain
advantages. Although 40 percent of the rural population scratches by
below the official "poverty line," which is calculated only to provide
bare subsistence, the state's literacy rate of 36 percent is one of India's
highest. The state government is reputed to be one of the most ef-
ficiently administered in India. Acutely disadvantaged groups, the
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so-called tribals and untouchables, make up one-quarter of the total
population, and one -fifth of all rural households are headed by land-
less farm laborers. But the state is renowned for its successful coop-
erative movementsespecially the huge Amul Dairy cooperative,
which has improved the lot of poorer farmers in particular, and the
Forest 'Labourers Cooperative Societies, which have organized and
bettered the position of what had been some of the world's worst-
off workers." In general, the state's population displays a wide-
spread civic spirit; pride in Gujarat's role as the birthplace of the
Gandhian movement is deeply felt.

Latent advantages are not transformed into concrete results without
imaginative people who are able to break with the forms of the past.
In Gujarati forestry, this critical leadership was provided in particular
by M. K. Dalvi, the former Chief Conservator of Forests whom many
now call "the father of social forestry in Gujarat." Dalvi describes the
origins of Gujarat's program:

it had long been obvious that the state's limited forest
reserves, no matter how well-managed, could never pro-
vide more than a fraction of our wood needs. Back in the
early sixties we had the idea of creating new forests out-
side the reserves, but we tried to do this with the same
methods, and the same attitudes, with which we had
managed the reserves. We learned some hard lessons. In
1969 we decided to try a new approach. Earlier failures
had made clear the need for the forest service to bulild a
new relationship with the people, so we formed a new
branch of the department to pursue what we then called
"extension forestry." This new group was to educate
the population about the importance of forestry through
school presentations, public lectures, and so forth, and,
most important, it was to get people involved in growing
more trees throughout the state.

The first part of what has evolved into a many-dimensioned pro-
gram was the establishment of plantations alongside roads and canal
banks. The state owns these strips of land and has carried out the
planting on them, but each stretch of plantation is linked to ,a nearby
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community that has grass-cutting rights among the trees, helps pro-
tect the saplings, and shares in the profits of the operation. Accord -52 ing to B. K. Jha la, a senior member of the state's extension branch:

Our early. roadside and canal7bank plantations did not
involve public participation to the degree that we hope
social forestry can achieve, but they nevertheless marked
a critical 'psychological turning point. ,Seeing stands of
trees arise on what had been desolate ground, people
started to realize that forestry is possible around their
communities, and that trees can grow quickly. The new
plantations also gave many people their first positive
impressions of the forest department. They saw that
our activities could benefit them directly.

By 1978, about 6,000 of the state's 17,000 kilometers of roads and
canals were lined with new forests, and each year trees are planted
along another 1,500 kilometers.74

A second important goal of the forest department is to encourage
private groupsand individuals in the cities, and farmers in the coun-
trYside, to plant trees on available lands. So anxious is the department
to make Gujarat greenfor aesthetic and environmental as well as
economic- reasonsthat it provides seedlings and advice Free of charge
to anyone who will take them. Schoolchildren in particular have been

-mobilized, and the state's cities are becoming more pleasant as trees
spring up around schools, government agencies, and Stores. But the
really big potential for private forestry exists on farms,

So far,. commercial forestry has been integrated into farming mainly
among richer farmers with larger landholdings. Some farmers have
abandoned traditional crops altogether to grow trees, usually fast-
growing eucalyptus hybrids, on their lands, One has planted 73 of
the 77 hectares of irrigated land under Ijis control with eucalyptus

trees. Watered and fertilized, the trees grow incredibly fast: his best
specimen reached a height of 82 feet 'in four-and-one-half years. The
trees art harvested at five years and then' immediately coppice (send

'up shoots from the stump) so that several consecutive harvests are
pdsskble before replanting is necesspry. The trunks of the trees are
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sold for construction uses while the branches, bark, and leaves are
sold for fuel. Grass fodder and date palms are sometimes planted
between the rows. This farmer is making more profit per hectare
growing treestlhan he previously did growing long-staple cotton, and
claims to be hiring more labor, with the work spread through the
year rather than being concentrated during ,the frenetic agricultural
harvest period.

Faims of this sort have amply demonstrated the biological and com-
mercial potentials of tree farming in Gujarat, but hardly constitute
"community" forestry. The forest department is now considering a
program of subsidies to help smaller farmers, plant trees on the
eroding, marginal portions of their farms. Many farmers could raise
their incomes and better protect sod quality through forestry, but they
are too poor to wait even a few years for the cash returns on. such
an investment. Special credit and aid measures will be necessary 'to
tide them over the initial years if private tree growing is to spread
among poorer farmers.

The core of social forestry in Gujarat is the village plantation scheme.
Back in 1973, following the initial success of the _roadside and
canal-bank program, foresters began visiting villages to discuss the
possible establishment of plantations on some of their communal
lands: They proposed to \the panchayats, the elected councils that
&Vern each village, that they set aside a minimum of four hectares for
ihipurpose. The department would supply seedlings and pay poorer
villagers to do the preparation and planting; the villages would in turn
guarantee to protect the areas from grazing and unauthorized gather-
ing. The villages would have the right to harvest grass and fruit from
the plantations free of charge. -Whenjt came time to harvest the trees,
the panchayats and forest department would split the proceeds. Har-
vestedofirewood and timbe. r would be sold through government-run
depots at prices well below those of the marketplace.

"Wheewe first made these proposals the panchayats were' suspi-
cious/0 recalls Dalvi. "We had to visit some villages five or six times
over a year or two in order to convince them of the benefits, and to
allay their fears about giving up land." By1978, after foni. years of
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effort, nearly 3,000 of the state's 18,000 villages had established
woodlots through this program; each year more agree to enter the
scheme, and many have decided to devote more than the minimum
four hectares to forestry. Some have even given precious irrigation
waters over to tree growing.

One .reason for the village program's spreading popularity is the
tjuick returns it generates. It is commonly thought that forestry takes
too long to be attractive or feasible to poor villagers, but this notion
has been disproved in Gujarat.. "Most of the lands we're planting are
called grazing lands, but in reality they're nothing more than exercise
grounds that have scarcely produced a blade of edible grass in yiars,"
observes Jhala. After one year of protection from livestock, grass that
can be harvested by hand usually springs up on these same lands..
Suddenly the villagers are receiving economic benefits from an area
that was formerly worthless. In the second year, some fruit trees
begin to produce as well. And, even in the absellice of irrigation, most
of the tree species planted grow quickly enough to convey an obvious
message to nearby residents. "Rhetoric about improving the environ-,
ment and quality of life does not make any sense-to the rural folks,''
S. A. Shah points out, but it does not take long for these "hard real-
ists" to recognize real benefits materializing before their eyes.75

Another potentially significant component of, the state's social forestry
program is just now getting under way. Large forest areas have been
severely degraded by pilferage and by landless drifters who practice
shifting cultivation wherever they can get away- with it. Efforts to
establish plantations in these reserve areas have been consistently
frustrated. The state is now planning an innovative measure that may
at once create forest resources and provide a secure, reasonable in-
come to those now undermining reforestation efforts. Through what
foresters are calling the "social security" program, landless fans lies
will be placed in charge of an areainitially 2.5 hectaresand be paid
wages year-round to plant seedlings and protect them to maturity.The family wiihe assigned an additional area for planting each year
until the fityear's trees are ready for harvest ten or more years later,
at which time the family will receive 20 percent of the proceeds from
the sale of the timber. Thus currently rootless people will both 're-



"By 1978,
after four years of effort, nearly

3,000 of the state's 18,000 villages had
established woodlots."

ceive steady income and have a personal stake in the quality of the
forests they tend.

.

As p acticed to date, social forestry in Gujarat has led to neither the
self- staining community involvement nor the transformation of
social relations that community forestry can in theory entail. The vil:-
lage vvoodlot program is clearly an operation of the state forest ser-
vice rather than a self-help scheme. The use of the pianchiayats as the
main filters through which ifillage opinions are expressed and benefits
are distributed is enough in itself to keep the program from rocking
the socioeconomic boat; the tendency for these bodies to be domi-
nated by economic elites and political factions is legendary. As the local
forestry program continues and villagers gain experience in its
management, state officials say, more cotrol may be handed over to
village institutions. The existing villageSorestry program is unlikely
in itself to upset the stratification of social classes. Still, to the extent
that procedures are set up whereby new wealth is created on com-
munal, lands and is shared equitably among villagers, the absolute

'well-being .ol the poor will be improved. The proposed "social se-
curity" program, in,,prticular, will help some landless people ac-
cumulate assets and'gain more control over their lives.

Even under existing conditions, the degree of cooperation by Gujarat's
villagers has been phenomenal. The best evidence of this lies in the
absence of good fencing around both the roa4side and village wood-
lots. The trenches, live cacti, or-thorny shrubs4now used to demarcate
the forests would scarcely slow down a perso intent on stealing some
fodder or fuel. "These barriers are there more for psychological than
for physical reasons," says one official, "and the amazing lack of
stealing is an indicationeof the people's support for the social forestry
program." The barbed wire often deemed essential by foresters work-
ing in less cooperative environments would be prohibitively expensive
in Indiaand in most developing countries, for that matter. Its ib-
sence in Gujarat bodes well for the future of community forestry.

Gujarat's social forestry program would be enhanced by a broader.
Approach to the problems it is addressing. The state's firewood sup-

-plies .are: so. inadequate, and unused land of decent quality is so rare,
..

l .
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that fuel scarcity will never be eliminated by tree planting alone. Al-
ternative energy sources and wood conservation are also needed, and,
ideally, those introducing forestry to a village would simultaneously
promote these. As the program is expanded with World Bank assist-
ance, officials plan t9 integrate household demonstrations of efficient
cooking stoves into the vi age forestry program, but in general wood
conservation has not received anything approaching the priority at-
tention the situation demands. However; a more efficient means of
cremation, which reduces the wood used in funerals from the usual
400 to 500 kilograms to just 160 kilograms, is already being pushed
by foresters and a private social "or in Gujarat. In a coun-
try of 650 million where virtually.all the dead are cremated, the new
crematorium could save a significant amount of wood and also reduce
family funeral expenses.

Whatever' the flaws of social forestry in Gujarat, they do not negate
the central fact: this state has reversed the tide of forest depletion.
In forestry, things are improving rather than sliding downhill. Suc-
cess, of course, breeds more success. Far from being dispirited, as
are those fighting land degradation in so many places, Gujarat's
foresters seem imbued with a spirit of achievement and hope. If the
obvious pride and pleasure with which they describe their evolving
programs is any measure, the practice of successful community
foresuy must be one of the world's more satisfying occupations.
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